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U.S.A.: Inept, Shortsighted
THERE IS SOMETHING DEPRESSING about the two articles on United
States policies and attitudes to South Africa which we carry on
other pages of this number. There is little comfort in the thought
that a few liberals in that country are sympathetic but ignorant;
and still less in the revelation that it is only in a satirical comment
on the machinations that accompany policy making that consideration can even be given to any form of action in relation to this
country.
To date, American policy towards South Africa has been marked
by a singular combination of ineptitude and shortsightedness. It
was not until 1958 that the United States first voted with the
majority to condemn apartheid. Even then, it succeeded in giving
the impression that it did so as a matter of expediency, not of
principle.
This impression has been reinforced by the subsequent behaviour
of the U.S. Government. Instead of using its massive influence to
bring about change in South Africa, it has made every attempt to
water down the attempts of others to bring about the downfall of
white domination. And, while other countries have called with
increasing vigour for boycotts, sanctions, and other forms of
determined international action, it has continued to connive at the
increasing inhumanity of South African Government policy. It has
done so by permitting the purchase of arms" by allowing its
industrialists to extol the virtues of investment in South Africa,
and by remaining silent while a Senator compliments the Govern..
ment on its policy and enthuses about the 'stability' that it has
created.
The fact is that American policy appears to have been based
on the calculations of cold war strategy, which are as shortsighted as they are irrelevant to Africa. For too long, it has
seemed that America has decided to back the short.. term winner,
in the belief that it represents a solidly anti.. communist policy ~
and if supported will allow itself to be used as a strategic base
against communism.
Just the opposite has happened. Dr. Verwoerd's Government
has used the United States, along with a few other nations, as his
last remaining props against the inevitable demise of white
domination. The result has been a lessening of regard for the U.S.
and its allies, and this process of disillusionment-with democracy
as well as with its leading proponents-may be expected to continue
until support for South African Policies is withdrawn.
The difficulty is to know whether any real change can be
expected. To be sure America has, since 1958, bowed to the
pressure of the African and Asian nations at the V.N.-but in

(continued overleaf)

doing so it has -given the impression once more that it
is motivated less by a revulsion against white supremacy
that by th~ cold calculations of international strategy.
It has continued to drag its feet, and to avoid anything
more than mere verbal opposition to apartheid.
If this remains the U.S. policy, disillusion may well

be followed by outright rejection. By allowing cold war
motives to determine its policy, it may have forced
those who seek freedom to think in cold war alternatives. We hope that this is not the case. But we cannot
do more than hope until some real change takes place
in American policy.

The Two
Moralities

Matanzimas to pick. They are designed to give apartheid the time it needs to consolidate White unity in
readiness for the bloodbath toward which Dr. Verwoerd's policy is driving the country.
The overworked argument used to justify this crazy
drift to ruin is that Black and White belong to two
cultural worlds which have little in common. If they
were to be integrated in one social structure there would
develop fissions and ffictions which would lead ultimately to the destruction of one group by the other.
In ~he end the African's numbers would swamp the
Wh~tes, corrupt their values of life and destroy their
achIevements. Separate development remains the only
guarantee of peace for the African and the European,
of security and survival for the Whites and of a better
future for all. The so-called failure to establish multiracial communities in the free countries to our north
is cited as evidence to prove the argument.

the white man's desire for survival
and the black man's desire for fulfilment.
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OF THE MOST IMPORTANT facts underlined by
recent developments in the United Nations is that the
probl~ms created by South Africa's growing diplomati:
IsolatIon and the· hostility of the civilised world to
apartheid have reached proportions where they can no
!onger be solved by the White community acting by
Itself.
At the same time Black-White collaboration in
moving events away from disaster is rendered difficult
by White fears that a non-racial front against apartheid might destroy racialism only to pave the way for
communism or a reversion to barbarism. The average
Europeaa, whose knowledge of the African is
gathered mainly from newspapers and political parties,
does not realise that there is a powerful and growing
section of African opinion which has for generations
sought to solve the race problem by reconciling the
White man's desire for security and survival with the
African's yearning for fulfilment.
The government takes advantage of this ignorance
to create a crisis mood in the White community which
might best serve its ends for some time. Liberalism is
equated with communism, although almost any ordinary
high school boy knows that the two are poles apart.
Afrikaner Nationalism's will to dominate is asserted
with increasing vigour. White resistance to African
demands for an effective share in government is intensified. At the same time political breadcrumbs in the
form of "independent" Bantustans are dropped for the
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TO THE OBJECTIVE READER, this line of approach has at
least three obvious flaws. Its validity diminishe·s in
proportion not only as we recede. from the frontier
wars but also as we move deeper into the era of ideological challenges which recognise no colour. It distorts
attitudes on both sides of the colour line in ways which
transfonn normal cleavages on social, economic or
political questions into fundamental differences almost
on every plan,e. It does not take into account the real
nature of the revolution effected in the life of the
African people by contact with the White man.
Where the basic intention is to discover and widen
the areas of common interest between Black and White
for purposes of consolidating non-racial opposition to
apartheid while producing a feasible alternative to it.
account must first be taken of the historical and cultural
processes likely to aid or retard this collaboration.
By finally eliminating the tribe's potential for waging
war against the White settler on the one hand and the
African convert to Christianity on the other, Cetahwayo's defeat in 1879 cast the relations between Black
and White in a mould which deserves closer study. The
African was forced to accept the fact that the White
man had come to South Africa to stay. In that situation
Black and White could not see each other from the
perspective of the frontier wars indefinitely. Peace
brought problems which called for different solutions.
Urgent challenges faced the African as much as they
did the White man. One of the questions the former
asked himself was: What attitude was he to adopt in
conditions where he had to live with the White man
as a permanent neighbour? Where his political power
had been destroyed, his land taken and his future uncertain as a result of the social and economic changes
which followed defeat?
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Some of his most outstanding leaders~ like WaIter
Rubusana in the Cape and Magema M. Fuze in Natal
answered it by stating in effect that the basic cause of
failure on the battlefield was, in the final analysis, not
racial. The African had lost largely because the values
which gave content to his life or his cultural pattern
lacked the creative dynamism of those which inspired
the White side. Rebirth into a new destiny held the
secret to survival in the circumstances created by defeat.

common background."}
..
The consolidation actually took place In a natIonal
conference held in Bloemfontein in January, 1912 and
to which we shall refer later.
The advocates of apartheid ignore the epoch-making
events in the African community which issued from
the moment of consolidation. They presuppose the nonexistence of the composite pattern of culture.

. These weaknesses incapacitate apartheid fo~ a ~orr~t

1
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LED MAINLY by Pixley k'a Isaka
Seme and John Dube, both from the Inanda mission
station in Natal, set out to give practical form to the
ideal rebirth. They wanted to consolidate the identical
patterns of culture evolved by the various lingu~l groups
after contact with the White man. The compoSIte whole
would be a valuable bond of unity in the African community. It would bridge the cultural gulf between Black
and White and in that way accelerate movement toward
agreement 011 the meaning of ,South African citi.zens~ip.
An image of nationhood could emerge from thIS whIch
Black and White could accept with honour. Loyalty
to it and the maintenance of its form would be· what
Willem van Heerden calls the "'common purpose, grown
out of a common interest and rooted in some sort of
THEIR SUCCESSORS,

The Anatomy
of a Policy
How America looks at South Africa

J.
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SALE

AMERICA REGARDS SOUTH AFRICA as an ugly girl regards
a blind date: She has a deep conviction that the future
is bleak and that there is very little she can do about
it, but at the back of her mind is a desperate hope that
everything will work out well in spite of her.
On the one hand, America feels that South Africa is
a tinderbox which will be saved from explosion only
by a thoroughgoing change of policy by the whites.
With its New World certainty that hard work ,and
Yankee ingenuity can solve any problem, America is
convinced that Verwoerd's Bantustan policies are both
oversimplified and Boerishly clumsy. Wit~ its happy
faith that what-is-good-for-General-Motors-lS-good-forthe-country, America is sure that apartheid will prove to
be an impractical and uneconomical way to keep the
gold and diamonds flowing. And with the brashness of
a new world power which only recently has been able
to moralize with impunity, America is positive that
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.'appraisal of the African's mind. They prejUdICe Its
attitude to him, his history and achievements. Dr..Verwoerd's doctrine does not take into account the schisms,
the sacrifices and the adjustments which were to reduce
the influence of tribal tradition and transform the
majority of the Africans into an altogether new people
in history.
Because of these handicaps, apartheid cannot cornprehend~ let alone appreciate, the histori~l processes.
the motivating urges or the depth of feehng and conviction which compelled Seme, Dube and other su~
cessors to reject race consciousness. No wonder It
dismisses the successors as communists.

e

(To be continued)
1

From an article in Optima, June 1962.

South Africa's policies are sinful and immoral, Godless
and unprincipled.
,.
But on the other hand, America is full of desperate
hope because it feels g~i1ty, bewil~er~d and impotent.
It feels guilty because It knows, ~n Its deep~st hea~tt
that its treatment of black people IS not so different m
kind, though milder in degree, from South Africa's;
and while it is thankful for the disparity between the
aims and means of the two governments, this is only
small salve. It feels bewildered because, having expected so many impossible things of the new independent countries of Africa, it has no idea of what !o
make of jailings in Ghana or a one-party state In
Tanganyika, and is beginning to wonder if maybe the
African "isn't ready for self-government" after all. It
feels impotent because it realizes that whatever it does
to help the African in South Africa will eventually
mean fewer nuggets in its pockets, fewer cars exported
from its shores, fewer votes on its side.
IT IS FROM THIS AMBIVALENCE of the American public
that United States policies spring. Our moral position
is towering, and we never lose a chance to look down
with scorn and pity on the Venvoerd govern~ent, condemning it as easily as we cond~mn the devil. In .the
United Nations we have found It not only expedIent
but proper to warn that apartheid ,;Vill lead to "bl~
shed war and disaster for all races. and to vote agamst
South Africa when the powerful African bloc gives us
the opportunity., We have even stated that .we will no
longer continue to send arms to the RepublIc.
At the same time, however, we are unable to offer
any constructive suggestions and are reluctant to go so
far as to vote for sanctions against South Africa. We
are not even sure of how to use our moral and political

3

influence to get any kind of change, hopeful or not. Wc
reject all notions that a Negro ~hould be added to our
Pretoria Embassy staff, that V.S. Navy ships should
stay away from South African ports or that South
African goods (even excepting gold) should be boycotted. South Africa, like the devil, is clearly eviibut we have not yet figured out ,vhat to do about either
of them.
Complicating this public ambivalence is an even more
serious ambivalence among those v.Tho forge our political and economic policies on the spot in South Africa
itself. For these Americans, a little learning about South
Africa is a dangerous thing. Before they visit the
Republic these Americans-f0reign service officers,
businessmen, politicians-firmly b~lieve that they will
find stern, white giants in the streets of Johannesburg
who delight in giving passing Africans a swift kick in
the shins; they suspect that at least a half dozen blacks
are shot every weekend; and they know that the
Africans would run a happy, peaceful land if only given
the chance.
When they finally arrive in South Africa they are
shocked to find that life is not like this at all. The
Africans seem to be relatively well off, the whites have
built a booming, modern (and in many ways Americanized) country, and ll10st of the Africans they meet
in kitchens and mine compounds don~t look as if they
could be successfuJ ministers. And what is so bad about
separate train stations, anyway?
THE SHOCK OF FINDING conditions in South Africa better
than they had expected usually swings Americans'
prejudices the other way. Now they delight in writing
to their incredulous friends about the progress that has
been made in the Republic, never once missing the
opportunity to tell them that the Africans in South
Africa ·own more cars than all the Russians put
together. (I was told this titbit at least a dozen tiJJ;les,
usually by Americans, but no one in the Government
Information Service had any notion of how to verify
it). And if they enter the social life of any large city,
Americans quickly get to the point where. they are
swapping stories of the deficiencies of their servants
with the best of them.
Slowly these people, the ones running America's
government and American businesses in South Africa,
get caught by the web of propaganda The magnificent
myth-machine of the government, of tne social leaders,
even of the English-language press and the Progressive
Party, soon has them revising their opinions of apartheid: "Well, I guess it isn't morally right, but what else
can they do?" Back home, "some of their best friends
are Negroes", but here they see only ragged African
labourers, silent servants or a few of the upper-class
Africans who are usually down on their race. Eventually
they really believe that Zimbabwe was built by the
Portuguese.
Now much of this ambivalence of Americans in South
Africa is clearly understandable, for, like the hanged
man, they swing freely without any base to rest on.
But what is indefensible is that they refuse to learnor, more charitably, that they are unaware of-the other
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side of the story. Using faulty scales and only a single
pan, they can never get a proper balance. With their
absurd but built-in fear of COlnmunism, Americans are
easy prey to those who assure him that the Liberals and
radicals are really Communists in Western clothing, and
it is not long before the American fears learning the
radical point of view equally as much as he fears
swimming home. One high American official in Johannesburg told me with perfect seriousness: "I suppose
you've read Cry, the Beloved Country? Well, I wouldn't
put too much stock in that-Paton's sort of, you know,
leftist."
Americans guiding U .5.
policy in the Republic itself-and my portrait is not
an exaggeration-it is little wonder that official Amerca
has never been able to make up its mind as to what
course to follow in South Africa. Washington knows
that apartheid is probably unworkable and dangerous,
but its envoys assure them that there is really no other
way; Wall Street is sure that apartheid is uneconomical
and potentially explosive, but its men on the spot tell
them that there is no money to be made in opposing
it. The natural ambivalence of the American public,
conlbined with acquired ambivalence of the American
representatives, combines to erode any influence the
United States could have on getting the Republic out
from the shadow of fear and sorro\v.
There is probably no easy ~olution to this ambivalance. America could, of course send as ambassadors
men who are more familiar with . A.frica, but just now
these are in short supply. We could send men of
exceptional intelligence and judgment who would listen
to the radicals as well as the myth-makers, but if there
are any of these on the top level of the foreign service
they are doing jobs in more important capitals. We
might even have the African desk at the State Department enunciate a firm American policy to which future
officials would adhere, but the chances of any unequivocal decision conling frOIn this department are
remote.
In the long run it is probably more valuable to
educate the ambivalent public than the ambivalent
officials. The South African government's propaganda
machine in this country is very weak-it doesn't even
attempt to run a South Africa House campaign a la
the Sunday Times and Observer, and its defensive
letters in the New York Times are always nicely
rebutted. Thus the way is clearly open for an intelligent
expression of the liberal-radical point of view in whatever form seems most profitable. Of course this does
take money, but $2.80 spent in America-which, like
it or not, is a considerable po\ver-would bring more
returns than a pound spent in England.
WITH' MEN SUCH AS THESE

ARE ONLY two responses for the
ugly girl faced with a blind date: Either she can
acquiesce and try to make the best of it, or she can
reject it and try for something better. America can
either continue to go along with South Africa and try
to make the best of it, or she can reject the Republic
and try for something better. The choice is ours, but
the means of persuasion are yours~
•
AT BOTTOM, THERE
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Operation Zulu
The follotving documents are part of an historical case study of decision-nlaking in the initiation of covert act'ion in foreign policy. 1 have undertaken a full analysis of Operation Zulu (to
be published by Praeger in 1977), but 1 am glad here to offer fellow scholars and the public some
early fruits of my research. It can be disclosed that these documents were retrieved by US intelligence in late 1962 before they reached the Soviet Government. Soviet Operative K-19, into
whose hands they had fallen, rVas eliminated at once. The retrieval prevented Operation Zulu
from being totally compromised, and permitted it to proceed to a successful conclusion in July,
1970. Operation Z_ulu itself is by now well-known, but only the recent declassification of official
papers has opened its origin to scholarly scrutiny. The documents have been edited, with the
assistance of the staff of the National Archives, to re/nove repetitive comments-AIW.
DOCUMENT

DOCUMENT

1

Covering memorandum from Operative K-19 to the
Committee of Stat'e Security, USSR, Dec, 23, 1962:
The documents reproduced below appear to represent
as dangerous a threat to the forces of socialism as my
report (OX-4397-.B) in 1947 on Riesman plans for "The
Nylon War." Please note the present program is far
more advanced, having been accepted by the ruling·
circles of the United States. My information is that
Stage 1 of Operation Zulu will b·e put into effect on
January 1, 1963. My informant is a high official of the
Department of State, a Southern rentier who says he
will use any means available to prevent the success of
Zulu. I recommend keeping in close touch with him as
our own strategy develops.
DOCUMENT

2

From: Special Assistant to the President for National
Security Affairs
To: Chairman, Pulicy Planning Council, Departn1ent
of State
Classification: TOP SECRET
The success of our recent operation in Cuba suggests
that this government would now be administratively
capable of taking the initiative elsewhere vis-a-vis the
Bloc, and that such initiatives would be both militarily
and -politically useful in exploiting the new situation
which has arisen. Please advise whether present contingency planning can suggest suitable specific opportunities along these lines.
ART H U R I . WAS K.O W
is the author of The
Limits of Defense, and co-author of the forthcoming America in Hiding, a history of the 1961
"shelter mania" in the United States. "Operation
Zulu'" appears here by arrangelnent with The New'
Republic, Washington, D.C., V.S.A.
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From: Policy Planning Council, Department of State
To: Special Assistant to the President for National
Security Affairs
Copies to: Secretary of Stat'e; Secretary of Defense;
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff; Chief of Staff, Army
Classificatio~: TOP SECRET

A major opportunity for seizing the initiative is latent
in current preparation of a sizable counter-insurgency
capability in the Special Forces of the United States.
Army. Such a capability has heretofore been regarded
as us·eful only in a reactive sense, as a means of resisting
Bloc support for so-called "wars of national liberation"
(e.g., Vietnam), in states friendly to the United States.
But it is possible to consider this growing capability
as a preemptive tool to advance the national security
the the United States by initiating action to organize
or channel popular disaffection in Bloc countries into
effective resistance.
DOCUMENT

4

From: The President
To: The Attorney-General
Classification: TOP SECRET (Handwritten)
Take a. look at this m,emo. It seems to say we should
use our training techniques in counter-guerrilla methods,
and also the trained cadres, for guerrilla action against
Communist governments. How does that hit you?Jack.
DOCUMENT

5

From: The Attorney-General
To: The President
Classification: TOP SECRET (Handwritten)
Let's get George~ Bob, Mac, WaIt and Max over to'
talk about it-RFK.
5

D·OCUMENT

6

Memorandum of Conversation: .The Presldent, the
Under-Secretary of State, the Secretary of Def~nse,
the Attorney-General, the Special Assistant to the
President for National Security Affairs, the Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Chairman 0/
the Policy Planning Council, Department of State.
Classification: TOP SECRET
The queition was raised of possible use of US Special
Forces as a cadre for instigating guerrilla action against
certain Communist governments. It was objected
1. that there is too little known of probable Soviet
reactions to such action, Hungary being instanced as
a possible and disastrous model of the Soviet response;
2. that the case of the Cuban invasion of 1961 indicates that the United States has too little experience
i~ carrying through guerrilla revolutions, and that the
Vietnam experience is inconclusive to date.
It was further suggested that a less risky alternative
would be to "experiment" in overthrowing an oppressive
government which the Soviets would not or could not
protect against popular revolt. It was also argued that
such an "experiment" would give needed additional
familiarity with guerrilla-type operations by Special
Forces.
After considerable examination of various possibilities, it was proposed that the United States help overthrow the government of the Republic of South Africa.
It was argued that South Africa is nearly friendless in
the world, that no negative interposition by the United
Nations is probable, that the Soviet Union would not
unleash general war on South Africa's behalf or attempt
to protect her government directly, that American
opinion is largely antagonistic to South Africa, that
the possibility of using Negroes as cadres would assure
a sufficient supply of suitable recruits, and that aid
to overthrow the South African Government would
improve the United States image in Africa, Asia and
Latin America. This proposal met with general interest,
although the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff
noted the importance to the US of fueling privileges
in Cape Town.
The President requested that the Attorney-General
and the Chairman of the Policy Planning Council..
Department of State, jointly explore this possibility and
report to the Committee of Principals of the National
Securtiy Council.
DOCUMENT

Stage I-January 1-, 1963, to December 31, 1963

Secret enlistment would be undertake·n of a volunteer
group of American Negro males, both civilians and
members of the Armed Forces, between the ages of
18 and 35. They would be trained in techniques of
infiltration, propaganda, violent and non..violent revolutionary resistance to establish government, reconstruction of the social, economic and political order in
territory liberated, and other means of effective guerrilla
action. They would also be instructed in African
languages and customs.
This force would be trained in the State of Mississippi (secretly until July 4, 1963; openly afterward).
Cadres would be made up of existing Army Special
Forces units now trained in counter-insurgency, and
of racial activists with exerience in American sit-ins,
freedom rides. race riots, bus boycotts. Membership
lists of the Congress of Racial Equality, the Black
Muslim sec~ the Student Non-violent Co-ordinating
Commit,tee and the Southern Christian Leadership
Council should provide a useful initial source for
recruiting appropriate personnel.
DOCUMENT

We proyose that the United States, in a three-stage
operation beginning January 1, 1963, commit itself to
the overthrow of the present government of the Republic of South Africa and its replacement by a popularly

8

From: Central Intelligence Agency
To: Committee of Princials, National Security Council
Classification: TOP SECRET
This Agency (1) requests pernlission to present evidence
indicating the effectuation of the proposed Operation
Zulu lies within the purview of its competence (2)
requests permission to nominate one member of an
Ad Hoc Inter-Agency Committee on plan de~elopment
for said Operation.
DOCUMENT

7

Preliminary Report From: Policy Planning Council,
Department of State.
To: Committee of Principals, National Security Council
Endorsed by: The Attorney General
Classification: TOP SECRET

6

elected, non-Communist government. We propose that
to fulfill this commitment the United States make
~vailable to the people of South Africa a guerrilla force
made up of highly-trained American Negroes, under
the command of the Special Forces, United States
Army. We further propose that this operation be known
as Operation Zulu, and that a target date of July 4,
1970, be established for its conclusion.
Proposed details of Stage I of Operation Zulu are
outlined below. Planning of Stages 11 and III is proceeding and will follow shortly.

9

Draft Memorandum for Circulation and Approval
Froql: Committee of 'Principals, National Security
Council
To: The Presidem
Classification: TOP SECRET

I! is proposed that an Ad Hoc Inter-Agency Committee
to plan and administer Operation Zulu be appointed,
to consist of: Chester Bowles, Special Assistant to the
President for Asian, African and Latin American
Affairs Chairman; Chief of Staff, Army; Assistant
Attorney-General for Civil Rights.
9
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DOCUMENT

10

From: Secretary of Defense
To: The President (Handwritten)
There seem to be som,e objections over here to Bowles
as head of the Zulu project. In the interest of harmony
what about Director of Intelligence from State?
DOCUMENT

11

To: Secretary of Defense
From: The President
Classification: TOP SECRET (Handwritten)
Hilsman has his hands full with Vietnam. Anyway,
if this gets away from the White House staff, CIA..
State and you people will all want it and we'll never
get started. Bowles seems to me to give the program
the right tone, especially overseas. I'll add Hilsman to
the committee along with Klein from CIA.
DOCUMENT

12

From: Special Assistant to the President for Asian,
African and Latin American Affairs
To: Chief of Staff, Army; Assistant Attorney-General
for Civil Rights; Director, Bureau of Intelligence and
Research, Department of State; Deputy Director, CIA
Classification: TOP SECRET

20 FEBRUARY

The enclosed memorandum from the acting Director of
Research, Project Zulu, is submitted for comment by
the Inter-Agency Committee and staff.
Enclosure:
rro: Special Assistant to the President for African,
Asian and Latin American Affairs
From: Acting Director of Research, Project Zulu
The exclusion of Negroes from "in-group" citizenship
in American society, and especially the handicaps which
bar Negro youth from masculine maturation into responsible participant roles, have produced deep and
widespread feelings of alienation. Operation Zulu
affords a grass-roots opportunity to offer young male
American Negroes psycho-social solidarity with the
Na!ion, the Society as such. Operation Zulu could work
to ameliorate Negro self-hate, to provide a new role
through which the Negro could resolve his identity
problems, and to restore the essential relatedness of
American Negro to American white, if the Operation
builds- upon the Negro Experience. Zulu could teach
American society to value its African heritage as much
as its European one.
Nevertheless, recent developmental trends in South
Africa indicate that it shares many of the salient
characteristics of such post take-off societies as our
own ~outh, and that there m,ay be reason to question
the relative effectiveness of violent resistance in mobilizing the already somewhat bourgeois aspirations of
the South African Negro. If possible, it would be
desirable to have a variety of controlled experiments
during Stage I of Zulu before guerrillas initiate destabilization activities in South Africa itself. Would such
experiments be feasible at our present training centre
in Mississippi? If experimental efforts at overthrowing
the Barnett regime were to prove the superiority of
non-violent efforts, much investment of money and
prestige might be avoided at a later date, with no
deleterious effect on US posture.
DOCUMENT

13

From: Special Assistant to the President for Asian,
African and Latin American Affairs
To: The President

The late Dunduzu K. Chisiza

We of Africa

In accordance with your instructions via telephone,
my "lyrical" staff assistant has been transfered to the
Office of Education.

extracts from a historic speech

DOCUMENT
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Supplementary Report From: Ad Hoc Inter-Agency
Committee on Operation Zulu
To: Committee of Principals, NSC
Patrick van Rensburg

The following additional plans are proposed for Stages
11 and III of Operation Zulu:

LIBERALS in the

Stage II-July 4, 1963 to July 4, 1965.

REVOLUTION
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The name Verwoerdburg has been suggested tentatively for Sophiatown, in recognition of the part
played by Dr. Verwoerd in the clearing of this
unsightly slum area and the creation of neat Bantu
residential complexes around Johannesburg and
also indirectly in the establishment of a Coloured
residential complex-Department of Information
Weekly Country News Service. [P.H.]
"I know all the African leaders personally. I have
always tried to understand their souls. I think I
have succeeded. They cannot be regarded as
criminals. They are merely people dedicated to a
cause with which I do not agree. They have always
treated me with great respect."-Col. A. T. Spengler
in the Cape Argus. [R.N.]
Mr. A. B. Crawford, the Trlstan da Cunha welfare
officer, said last night he had heard nothing about
a reported raid by Russian helicopters on the island.
He was commenting on a report published in the
London Sunday Telegraph that the Russian helicopters had raided the island and had taken off
sheep and fowls for a Russian whaling ship . . .
Mr. Crawford said he doubted whether there were
any sheep or fowls left on the island. If the Russians
obtained meat on the island, it probably came from
the i.nhabitants. Rand Daily Mail.
S.A. TEACHER FOUND U .S.A. UNINFORMED
-Cape Tinles headline.
AMERIKANERS GOED INGELIG OOR SA..
VIND MNR. GOLDING-Die Burger headline,
same day.
RENE LACEY SCHOOL
Piano
Charm
Drama
Speech
Make..up
Modelling
Languages
Personality
Deportment
Social Graces
Practice Studios
Modern Methods
Classical or Jazz Music
Adults, beginners and children
All musical instruments taught
London, Paris
Professional Beauty
guns, rifles and air guns, up to 25 % cash.
-Rand Daily Mail.

end to oppressive government in South Africa and
asking for a "pre-dated" declaration of war (in the
style of the Formosa, Middle East and Cuba Resolutions approved by Congress) to be put into operation
by the President as conditions warrant. The President
\\iould simultaneously announce withdrawal of recognition from the present South African Government.
and suspension of trade.
The President would specifically refer to Soviet anticolonial propaganda and compare this with the vigorous
American action. He would challenge the Soviet Union
to an "anti-colonial race."
The President would set July 4, 1970, as a target
date for establishment of a democratic South African
Government.
During the two years from July, 1963, to July, 1965,
the United States would combine continuous diplomatic,
political, propaganda and economic pressures against
the South African Government with the smuggling of
American Negro guerrillas into the country. The initial
effort should be made to liberate and secure one of
the reservation areas as a base for infiltration into the
rest of South Africa.
Stage Ill-July 4, 1965, to July 4, 1970.
On July 4, 1965 the United States should recognize a
government of "Free South Africa," based on the
liberated area and run by "safe" (i.e., non-Communist)
indigenous leaders who command the confidence of
large numbers of Africans. After that, the revolution
should be pressed with as little outside direction and
af, much African control as possible, so long as progress
appears satisfactory.
DOCUMENT
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From: The Attorney-General
To: The President (EYES ONLY)
I thought I'd add a note for you alone. It might seem
at first glance that Zulu would ruin us on the Hill, but
I think w~. can turn this Operation to advantage.
I suggest selected Southerners be acquainted with
Zulu enough aheaa of time to show them that every
civil rights group in the country will be tied up first
in training and then in supporting the guerrillas.
Attention would be redirected from Alabama, etc.,
to the revolution in South Africa. If Southerners understand in advance, they should welcome Zulu. Also, a
lot of other people on the Hill would be just as glad
to let civil rights simmer on a back burner for a fe\\'
years-RFK.
[At this point the documents collected by Operative
K-19 come to an end. A's a matter of conjecture it
might be assumed that K-19's apprehension was linked
with the disappearance of the late Harrison Willis,
former Secretary to the Policy Planning Council of the
State Department'. This hypothesis will be fully dis•
cussed in my forthcoming monograph-AIW].
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The Meaning of the
r Freedom
Now Suite'
HAROLD

HEAD

ONE OF AMERICA'S JAZZ MUSICIANS who had long been
strongly involved emotionally in the movements for
integration in America and national autonomy in Africa
was Max Roach.
Recently Roach's recording of "Freedom Now Suite"
was seized from the Johannesburg offices of Meteor
Records for inspection by the Board of Censors. All
other available copies of the album were seized pending
the Gov.ernment's decision.
Prior to this action, the record was sold without its
original liner notes, which include the statement, "There
is still incredible and bloody cruelty against Africans
as in the Sharpeville massacres of South Africa."
A modified set of notes was prepared by the South
African distributor, R. H. Moskovitch, leaving a twoinch white column below the title notes of "Tears for
Johannesburg", one of the tracks on the disc.
In 1959, Roach had begun collaborating with a
Chicago writer-singer, Oscar Brown Jr., on a long work
to be performed in 1963 on the centennial of the
American Emancipation Proclamation. However, world
events in 1960 affected the content and direction of
the composition.
Nevertheless, Roach was able, with the assistance of
Oscar Brown Jr. to record his "Freedom Now Suite"
titled "We Insist", in August-September 1960.
The entire album is a musical expression of the
struggle for freedom.
These are the 'protestations' (tracks on the disc).
'Driva' Man' is a personification of the white overseer in slavery times. Vocalist Abbey Lincoln comes
out in a deep wail, protesting,

Driva Man
He made a line
But the man he aint his wife . . .
Choppin' cotton . . . dont be slow
Better finish out your row
Keep a movin' with that flow
'Driva' Man . . . will show y~u how
Git to work and root that stone
Driva Man will make you jump
Better make your humour ring
Driva Man will start to swing
Aint perusing . . . on my mind
Driva Man aint quitting town.
In Lay My Burden Down: A Folk History of
H AR 0 L D

H E AD

reports for a Port Elizabeth

daily.
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Slavery (The University of Chicago Press) one former
slave said "They whupped the men and they whupped
the women. I used to work some in the tannery, and
we make the whups. They'd tie th~m down to a stab,
and give them the whupping
They better not leave
a blade of grass in the rows
or they'd whupped
them for running away."
The clearness of a whip lashing a bare back is well
contrasted in Roach's brilliant brushwork as he strokes
his drums after each vocal line.
'Freedom Day' communicates the vibrant expectancy
and wonderment and nagging disbelief in the pe·riod
immediately following the Emancipation Proclamation.
Miss Lincoln's surging performance projects a bursting
impatience as she sings,
'Whisper. listen .. whisper ... listen ... whisper
say we're free
Rumours flying . . . must be lying . . . can it
really be
Can't . . . can't . . . believe it
But that's what they say
'Stay no longer . . . stay no longer
This is freedom day
Freedom day ... Its freedom day
Blow those shackle chains away
Everybody that I see
This is really true we're free
Freedom day . . . it's freedom day
Free to vote and earn much pay.
The third track, called "Triptych" is divided in three
parts. 'Prayer', 'Protest' and Peace'. The demands this
piece makes on Miss Lincoln are fierce and exhausting.
'Prayer' is the cry of an oppressed people, any and all
oppressed peoples of whatever colour or combinations
of colours. 'Protest' is a final uncontrollable unleashing
of rage and anger that have. been compressed in fear for
so long that the only catharsis can be the extremely
painfully tearing out of all the accumulated fury and
hurt and blinding bitterness. It is all forms of protest,
certainly including violence.
'Peace' conveys a feeling of relaxed exhaustion after
everything has been done to assert oneself. Here~ Miss
Lincoln gives a realistic feeling of peacefulness.
"All Africa" connects both the growing interest of
American Negroes in the present and future Africa and
also their new pride in Africa's past and their own
pre-American heritage. Nigerian born and bred, Michael
Olatunji sets this tune in beautiful polyrhythmic phrases.
·Miss Lincoln chants the names of African tribes, such
as Bantu, Zulu, Watusi, Herero, Mashago, Gebo, Matundo, Congo, Ibo, Dahomey, Kikuyu etc, while Olatunji relates a saying of each tribe concerning freedomgenerally in his own Yoruba dialect.
The last track on side two brings us "Tears for
Johannesburg" introduced by insistent motif bass
strumming. There is no vocal on this tune.
When told of the South African government's notion,
Roach commented, "Its good to hear I'm 110t accepted
by the South African government. That's the best news
I've had all week."
•
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Congo:
Unfolding Patterns
M. CRAWFORD YOUNG
WELL OVER TWO YEARS have now gone by since the
turbulent days of Congolese independence in 1960.
Although pockets of disorder remain, especially in the
North Katanga, the popular image abroad of a broad
swathe of chaos, where 13 million people in tropical
Africa's most urbanised state had sunk helplessly back
to subsistence, has become almost wholly false. A new
equilibrium emerges; the political patterns which seem
likely to be dominant in the next few years slowly
unfold.
It is still early to render any definitive judgements
on the consequences of the most revolutionary decolonisation Africa has yet experienced. The surprising
telescoping of independence preparations agreed to by
the Belgians at the Brussels Round Table, only five
months before independence, was radical enough; it
was compounded by the unplanned, pell-mell, and total
Africanisation of the Administration, the Army and
the state-operated portion of the economy (transport,
central banking, urban housing, pension funds, public
utilities, among others) achieved after one month of
independence by the panic exodus of the Belgians
following the Force Publique mutinies.
Such a disorderly transfer of authority would have
produced profound dislocations in even the bestorganised·and stable political societies. When one adds
to it the many special problems of the Congo, such
as the acute shortage of trained personnel for the top
positions; endemic ethnic conflicts, exacerbated by a
demagogic electoral campaign largely fought by tribal
parties; the Katanga secession, and heavy international
involvement, one can appreciate the full magnitude of
the task which lay before the Congolese leadership.
One of the paradoxes of this ill-engineered power
transfer was that it has given rapid promotion and
considerable status satisfaction to a large group of the
emerging elite, through their absorption into the very
large number of new openings, either in the newly
created" political sector, or in the freshly vacated upper
reaches of the administration. The Lumumba government, for example, had 28 cabinet ministers; the first
Adoula government had 42, and the revamped cabinet
announced July 1962 had 27. The Chamber of Representatives had 137 members, the Senate 84, and each
Province was equiped with 10 Ministers, plus from
60-90 deputies. The lowest paid of these offices,
eRA W FOR D YOU N G,
former editor of the
Michigan Daily, is tt-Tiling a doctoral the~i~ in
political science, based on research recently undertaken in the Congo.
"
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provincial deputies, was worth 300,000 francs per
annum (140 pre-independence francs==£l).
On the other end of the tandem, the mass of the
population suffered a sharp drop in its standard of
living. The electoral campaign speeches had built up
some rather unreal expectations as to the immediate
material gains from independence. Not only were these
not met, but unemployment rose sharply in the urban
centers, and peasants were badly hit by the shrivelling
of the rural trading network, which made it very difficult to market their produce, and to obtain any goods
in return for what money they did acquire.
The consequences of this disillusionment have been
a sharp alienation of the mass from the political leadership. On 2-3 April 1962, one witnessed the extraordinary spectacle of the largest trade union in the
country, the Union des Travailleurs Congolais (UTC),
calling a nationwide general strike against the excessive
salaries in the political sector. The strike was a failure,
both because of the relative weakness of the trade
union movement in the Congo, and the ineffectiveness
of the strike weapon when unemployment is over 50"%
in many large centers. But there is no doubt but what
its objectives had the sympathy of the overwhelming
percentage of the urban mass.
Related to this phenomenon has been the virtual
collapse of political parties since independence. Parties
in the Congo really only got under way in 1959, and
once the national elections of May 1960 were over,
made little active effort to retain the machinery built to
fight the electoral campaign. The vacuum created by the
Belgian exodus in July 1960 stripped the parties of all
their ablest personnel to fill the thousands of administrative posts vacated. Parties continue really only as
caucuses of deputies at the National Parliament, and
to a lesser extent at the Provincial Assemblies, but their
links with the countryside have entirely disappeared.
The MNC-L at Stanleyville resisted these forces longest,
but it, in recent months, has also been subject to the
difficulties of fragmentation and apathy which struck
other parties earlier.
Disappearance of parties and the weakness of the
trade unions has left the mass \"ith no effective method
for articulating dissent; thus the alienation represents
no immediate threat to the government. The mass is
too amorphous, too riven by its ethnic conflcts, too
devoid of real leadership to become an active political
participant.
Coincident with the demise of parties has been a
resurgence of the Administration as a dominant force.
The Belgian colonial tradition was heavily bureaucratic; it was both extremely thorough in its penetration
and occupation of the country, and far freer from the
harassments of Legislative Councils, Parliaments or
other external bodies than in the British or French
territories. The Belgian blueprint for independence
could be described as the creation of a new political
sector to give status satisfaction to the nationalist
leader, while. the virtually a~l-white Administration
carried on its work of really running the country. The
political sector has not functioned- well, but the Congolese had their revenge in taking over the reapy vital
component of the Congo government, the bureaucracy.
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Government's 'lofty' and 'benevolent' intentions towards
the people of South West Africa. It is interesting to
note that despite these prolnises, t.he General ASSelTIbly's
vote was 93 - 0 against South Africa.
I t is equally interesting to know what kind of relief
Dr. Venvoerd did lnake available to the people of
South West Africa. Despite his prolnises to the world,
no oppressive law has been lifted; instead security
Ineasures have been tightened. Not only are the people's
liberation mOVelTIents kept under surveillance, but the
condition of the leaders has been Inade desperate and
deplorable. Government stooges, on the other hand, are
given all privileges. Recently, the leader of the Rehoboth COilllnunity and member of the Basterraad (Rehoboth Advisory Council), Mr. Hermanus Beukes, reported
the misconduct of certain officials to the Administrator,
at the latter's request. He was, ho\vever, charged with
contempt of court, because in his report he mentioned
that the Magistrate, Mr. Chadwind (called 'kaptein' in
Rehoboth', "uses the court to further his political views
against hinl (Beukes) and his people." Mr. Beukes then
argued that since the ~1agistrate assulllcd the traditional
title of 'kaptein', he was not ilnmune to criticism. On
the other hand, Mr. Kloppers, the Chairman of the
newly-created, pro-Governlnent Coloured Council, receives a Government allowance of R800 p.a. He praises
the Adlninistration "for the great help it had rendered
to the Coloured COlllITIUnity".
But whatever venOlnous schemes Dr. \7erwoerd
attempts, he will Ineet with ready opposition both inside
and outside the country. His first attempt to turn the
Rehoboth Gebiet into a Bantustan, under the pretext of
restoring the "1923 Agreement", was rejected by an
overwhelming majority; his next attelnpt, in Ovalllboland, is also bound to fail. His trusted chiefs have
turned back on hilll in the presence of United Nations
visitors.
There is, after all, no escape froln the problem for
Dr. Verwoerd, but to hand over the Territory voluntarily, or wait for a forceful take-over. Both alnount to
the salne thing: the end of the last vestiges of white

supremacy.

•
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A Ballad of Hunters
My great grandfather hunted elephants
Shot four hundred in a year,
Till one day his death turned round
And sniggered in his ear.
The theme's the same, the method changesTime has planned the ending,
Has turned the hunter to the hunted
And bred the next from nothing.
My great great uncle farmed alone,
Made next 1'0 nothing from his land,
Till at last the cancer took him,
Eating from his living hand.
The theme's the same, the method changesTime has planned the ending,
Has turned the farmer to the harvest
And bred the next from nothing.
Cousins and brothers in their dozens
Were killed in their mission churches
By the tribes whose heads they broke
To teach them the Christian virtues.
The theme's the same, the method changesTime has planned the ending,
Has turned the clergy to the converts
And bred the next from nothing.
My father's father died at Delville Wood
Shooting Germans for his British pastLeft his wife a private's pension
And children to make it last.
The theme's the same, the method changesTime has planned the ending,
Has turned the soldier to the enemy
And bred the next from nothing.
Both nlY uncles fought the war
Like lovers died a year apartLeft some letters and a pound or two,
And a silence for their art.
The theme's the same, the method changesTime has planned the, ending,
Has turned the fighters to the dying
And bred the next from nothing.
Now I'm my subject, a sort of hunter
Stalking the blood of my familyBut hunted' too by time's revenge
For all they made of my history.
The theme's the same, the method changesTime will plan the ending,
Will turn the hunter to the hunted
And breed tIie last from nothing.

c.
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Patterns In
Swahili Poetry
JAN

KNAPPERT

in Africa for their
poetry. Surely we know that Africa is full of art. The
Benin have their bronze, the Mandebele have their
decorated houses; the Moroccans have their chased
metal and their leatherwork, the Congolese have their
wooden sculpture; the Zulus have their wonderful
novels, the Egyptians have their architecture; the
Baganda have their famous drummers, the Hausa and
Yoruba have their tales of mystery and imagination;
the Vei and the Bamum have invented a script of their
own, the Bushmen are renowned for their lively paintings, but nothing equals the poetry of the Swahili. It
is as if the whole structure of the language invites to
poetry, so logical it is, and so halmonious, so rich in
vowels and sonorous glides, so euphonious that it can
be compared with classical Greek and Finnish.
The Swahili people are so poetic that even among
men in high office, such as Presidents, Regional Commissioners and Kadhis there are poets, but also among
the working class.
Many weekly magazines feature half a page of
poetry every week, and it is not unusual to write letters
to the Editor in verse:
THE

SWAHILl

ARE

UNRIVALLED

Bwana mtengenezaji, unichapie barua ...
'Mr. Editor, please print this letter for me ...'
Also personal letters may be in verse. I have some
in my collection:
M aradhi yamenishika
siku sita zilneJika
siyawezi kutamka
nlaneno kukuusia . . .
'A disease has seized me since six days
and I could not convey to you
words to warn you ..."
Thus writes a father to his son.
Poetry is written on order, and the Maecenas can
give the poet instructions regarding subject and metre.
The, Germans made good use of this and many poems
in praise of the German emperor have been preserved:
Klva wema wakwe Kaiza inchi yaklve ni omani,
jamili maslllutani
hdkuna wa kumu»'eza
hata hao Wengereza
Faransa na Merikani
mwingine haonekani
ilia yeye Kaisari
Aliipiga Parisi
kwd dakika asherini
na vittira mikon6ni
kwti bundl1ki ya kidsi
lvana wd Kijeremdni
w6te juu yd fardsi
mwingine ha6nekdlli
ilia yeye Kaisdri.
D R
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East African Swahili Committee. whose headquarters are in Mombasa.
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'Through his goodness his country has now peace.
there is nobody a Inatch for him, none of the Kings,
even the English, the French and the Americans.
There is nobody of importance except the Kaiser.
He smote Paris in twenty nlinutes
with guns of size and the sabres in the fist,
all on horseback, the sons of Germany.
There is nobody of importance except the Kaiser."
The Germans understoood that the best way to make
propaganda is to use means and methods that are
indigenous in the country . . .
In the first place of course-was it not the origin of
poetry?-verses were composed for the beloved one.
Here are two examples from the poet O. Shani:
Ziate zihoka
mimi nokutdka
Mwisho It'a may6we
uje unok6we

na kunisumbua
no »Jewe najtta ...
ufanye huruma
huba zaniuma ...

'Leave mockery, do not t(;use me
I want you and you know it . . .
This is the end of my crying, have mercy.
come and save me, love aches in me.'
Mahaba ni sumu, sumu iudyo
mahaba wazimu, ytina wayowayo
mahaba ni tamu, kwa wapendanao.
M ahaba ni sumu, ni sumu katili
mahaba ni ttimu, kwd kiwiliwili
mahaba ni tamu, kwd watu wawili.
Na dawa ni wewe, wangu muadhamu
sina mwenginewe, na hilo Jahamu
mimi mbwdko wewe, hata wa salamu.
'Love is a poison, a poison thlt kills;
love is crazy, it hesitates when catching;
love is sweet, for those who love each other.
Love is poison, a lethal dose
love is sweet, for the flesh
love is sweet, for two people.
And the medicine are you, my respected
I have no other one, understand this well,
I am yours, and greetings."

one~

SWAHILI CULTURE AND ESPECIALLY Swahili Literature
suffers from very serious setback: lack of printers, lack
of printed texts, lack of sponsoring bodies. European
languages have such bodies that have edited and printed
hundreds of texts of poetic or other artistic value. There
is the English rrext Society, the Irish Text Society~ la
Collection des anciens textes Francais, et~. The consequence is that the majority of the classical Swahili
Literature has not yet been printed and circulates in
manuscript-form or is handed down orally.
Most nlanuscripts are still written in the Arabic
script and sorne are rare specimens, especially those of
th~ famous poet Muh. Kijuma Bakari al-Masihii was
renowned for his beautiful handwriting and his manuscripts, many of which are now in the Libraries of
London and Hamburg, are still a pleasure for the
philologist.
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The fact that Arabic language and culture (Religion!)
has had such a profound influence on the Coastal
Bantu people has induced many people to write about
the Swahili as a "mixed race" and about the Swahili
language as a "mixture of Arabic and Bantu", and to
call the Swahili poetry an imitation of Arabic poetry.
But surely the fact that languages like Persian and
Urdu were profoundly influenced by Arabic does not
justify the statement that Persian and Urdu poetry are
an imitation of Arabic poetry. Nobody who has ever
read poetry in those languages would maintain ~his
opinion.
Some scholars have searched Arabic poetry for a
poem that would clearly be the original of the Swahili
poem. But only where the Swahili poet openly states
that his poem is a translation of the original (such as
the works of Aarbic poets like _t\l-Busiri and Barzanji)
do \ve know the original.
However, it is true that to lnany persons familiar
with oriental culture, Swahili civilization evokes strong
reminiscences. There is this flourishing elegance, this
predilection for abundant rhyme and metaphor. this
weakness for concealed meanings and hidden ambiguity.
Islam and the age old trade with India have orientalised
the Swahili.
Swahili language and cultur~ are however not so
much a mixture as the fruit of a happy marriage between Africa and the Orient, on the colourful coast of
this resplendent Indian Ocean.
Being African, Swahili suits the ends and needs of the
population of East Africa (neluding Katanga, Kivu,
StanleyviIle etc.), so much so that it attracts the
national sentiments of the new nations and has become
the national language of Tanganyika and Katanga.
Being oriental it has been fertilised and enriched by
oriental ideas and words, in brief, by oriental ways of
thinking and expression. It is therefore acceptable to
Indians, Arabs and other Asians. As another language
in the Islamic world, it is part of Islamic culture.
Since Ludwig Kraf landed in Mombasa in 1844, an
extensive Christian literature has sprung up, more so
than in any other East African language. The most
important Christian poet is M. E. Mnyampala.
We quote his version of Psalm 23, 1:
Jalali l'vangu mchunga~ nikidhi yako rehema,
sinache Ilatangatanga, nitabaruku kwa wema,
niweke kliJenye kiunga, cha malisho yd uzima,
na majani ya rehema, na vijito vyenye raha.

"Majesty, my Shepherd, bestow Thy grace on me,
do not let me wander about, bless me with goodness
place me in the vicinity of the food of wholeness,
of the green leaves of Grace, and near the streamlets of Peace."
THE MOST SOPHISTICATED poet of the Swahili literature
is undoubtedly Shaaban Robert, the greatest of all the
many poets of the Swahili language. He died this year.
He was the one who translated the quatrains of Omar
Khayyam into SwahiIi:

Ni ajabu kwd hakika htibari za wtitu hawa
wengine walitamka wengine walinyamda
mmoja alitdmka kwti kushfndwa vumilfa,
'Mjinyanzi ningetdka na chombo kuelezewa'.
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(The poet finds himslef in a potters' workshop
and hears the pOls discuss:)
-"It was really a wonder the stories of these (pots
with) human voices, some were talking, some were
silent.
One spoke as he could nu longer endure to keep
quiet:
I would like to understand the Potter and the Pot!"
"Sio kazi bure kweli", l-va pili jibu katowa,
"Kwani mfmi wangu mwfli chini ulichfmbulbva,
!la katfka umbo hfli aliyenifanya kuwa,
kama vfle vyd a~vdli chfni tena nitatiwa".

"It is certainly no easy matter", gave the second
for an answer, "for my body was dug up from the
earth, and
He who 'caused me to have this shape, like the
others
He will put me back into the earth."
Hapana aliyesema ila baada ya kimya,
kflipata kuwasema chombo chenye umbo baya,
Watu wanipa lawama klVd sabdbu ya ubaya,
Mkonolve Mjinydnzi tetemo uliingiya?

"There was nobody who spoke (for a while) but
after some silence, a pot having a bad shape got the
chance to speak to them,
"People blame me for my ugliness, but surely (when
He made me) the Hand of the Potter wavered?"
The reader will have observed that rhyme in Swahili
is different from rhyme in European languages. However, in some Oriental languages, notably Arabic and
Indonesian, it is very similar. It 'would mean, in English
that we could rhyme, say, polo with silo, halo and kilo,
or mango with bingo, mungo and Congo.
This does not strike the Swahili as poor rhyming at
all. and in fact one does learn to appreciate it.
•
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Incident
A Short Story

JAMES

MATTHEWS

CLICKETY-CLACK the train passed
under the bridge and came to a halt in the station after
a series of convulsive jerks which shook him awake.
From behind the frosted pane he squinted at the
familiar billboard with its poster depicting a white
couple clad in bathing costumes and enjoying cans of
beer. The chill was like death met head-on and he
hesitated before stepping out of the warmth of the
coach to the cold of the platform. Behind him, head
poked through a window, a ticket examiner bawledlo4Haastig, julle, haastig"-at the crowd reluctant to
leave the third class carriage. Turtle-like, he pulled his
neck deeper into his coat collar and hurried towards
the sub-way.
One more day done or rather, one more night, he
told himself as he walked down the street from the
station. Ahead of him, a dog howled at his approach.
The howl was taken up by other dogs further on, marking his progress. He peered at the sky piled with dirty,
grey clouds poised as if to smash against each other
and drench the earth below. I only hope I get home
before they let go.
A block in front of him scurried one of his fellowpassengers in the twenty-minutes-after-midnight from
Cape "Town to Southfield. I bet he's running to get
next to his woman in bed. He smiled as he thought of
Letty blanket-covered and flushed with sleep. Behind
him, he could hear them, came the band who worked
as casual hands at the fishing company in the harbour,
the wind carrying their words; jeers, jokes and laughter.
The wind also carried the smell of the sea mixed with
the blood of thousands of gutted fish impregnated in
their clothes.
In front of him, underneath a lamp post, stood his
hurried fellow-passenger, his walk stopped by two overcoated figures. Even without the light shining on them
he would have known they were policemen. He walked
towards them, speculating the cause of the stoppage.
Perhaps he was stopped because of the bag he carried.
His mind went back to the number of times, in town,
on his way to the station he had been stopped by the~.
The insolent cry-"Haai, kom hierso"-from a urnformed, snot-nosed eighteen-year-old, and the ~old
back-your-anger voice tonelessly replying to the In~ne
questions. Uneasiness, mixed with anger, filled hIm.
As he came abreast of them, the man was released.
WITH A MUFFLED
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He stood still, surprised at what to him was an absurd
question to be asked. Where would I be going, if not
home, in weather like this and at this time of the
morning?
He stared at the white policeman who had spoken
then shifted his gaze to the face of the other policeman.
The brown face underneath the broad, khaki helmet
was withdrawn as if its presence was accidental and had
no relationship to the scene.
"Home."
"Wat is in daardie sak?"
He shook the suspect bag. A few drops of rain
trickled past his ear and down his neck. He shivered.
I'm in for it.
"A towel, wash cloth, piece of soap, and a loaf of
bread." He replied, keeping up the bilingual conversation. A smile scampered across his face. Now I
suppose he's going to ask me where I got the bread
from.
The policeman's next question was even more
surprising, bordering on the ridiculous.
"Wat steek jy weg onder jou arm?"
The objects under his arm could be clearly seen.
Raindrops falling on his face assured him that it
was no dream.
"Its a newspaper and a book."
"Ahh. Laat ek sien?"
"I've only the one paper", fie said, holding on to the
one end and the book, "and I haven't read it yet."
'-Wie will jou vervloekste koerant vat!" snapped the
policeman in aggrieved tones.
He was puzzled. If its not the paper then what does
he want?
"Kom! Weg met jou, kantoor toe." To the other
policeman. "Sien jy na die andre hotnots wat met
lawaai-en-al pad af kom."
He opened his mouth to say that they were from
the harbour but changed his mind. A man who has
to be told what was in open sight could not be relied
on to trust his sense of smell.
as he followed to
the charge office. At his back, he could hear them
guying the solitary Coloured policeman. "Hooit, ouens.
Hiers sie law"-"Hello, my bruin baas." The last one
evoking loud laughter.
"Is Detective-Sergeant Williams on duty?" He asked,
voice filled with confidence he did not share. He had
heard of what sometimes hapIJen in charge offices ~t
night. I'm not going to get beaten up if I can h~lp It.
I've spoken to Williams once, for about ten mInutes,
but there's nothing wrong in letting this policeman know
that I also know people in the Force.
BEWILDERMENT CLOUDED HIS HEAD
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"Ek betrou Williams net so m:n socs all jul!e bruin
goed."
They walked up the steps ~nd through the swing
doors into the charge office.
As the door shut behind them, he had a wild desire
to turn about and wrench the door open and dash down
the street but fear of what would follow strangled his
desire and he followed submissively.
An African constable lounged at the counter, one
finger exploring the cavity of a wide nostril. Behind
the counter a Coloured sergeant was seated at a desk,
laboriously typing out a report. In a chair, in front of
a heater, sprawled another sergeant-white. On a wall,
facing the counter, was a picture of the Minister of
Justice, a paternal smile on his face. The trio favoured
them with a brief glance, turning each to his activity.
"Give me that book you were hidiing under your
arm." Matching his English.
He was no longer amazed at what \\las asked of him.
The book was slammed on to the counter.
"Where did you get this book from?"
"From the library."
"Which library?"
"Kewtown branch. Its stamped at the back."
The policeman swished through the pages, found the
stamp imprint and disappointedly returned to the front.
The Coloured sergeant looked at them, two fingers
poised over the typewriter keys. He was not sure of
the message: There's nothing I can do. Or was itDon't blame me.
The policeman seemed to have run out of questions
and was fluttering the pages without bothering to read
the print.
The African Constable, having exhausted the possibilities of his nostrils, disappeared down a corridor,
the examination promising nothing of interest.
"What are you doing with this book?"
He did not know whether he should laugh or not.
Then he nervously asked himself; Oh, hell! Don't tell
me this book has been banned since I last saw a newspaper?
Before he could reply, the white sergeant, without
raising his head, said; "Since when is ita crime to
read a book?"
Tensel!ess flowed from him like a boil freed of puss,
leaving relief.
Resentment and anger was ugly in the policeman's
face as he shoved the book away from him. "Weg is jy !"
He snarled and stomped his way down a corridor leading to the depths of the police station.
As he left the charge office he remembered that somewhere, in some book he had read, a character had said:
'the law is an ass.' He disagreed. There's nothing
wrong with the law in itself. The trouble is that there
are too many donkeys in its employ.
Leaving the doubtful shelter of the charge office he
walked into a curtain of rain and before he had reached
the corner his coat was clinging to his back. He laughed
out loud as he walked in the rain, the offending book
pressed to his heart and the newspaper spread over
his head and shoulders, his bag knocking against his
knee.
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Words
Words
Words
A RECENT ISSUE OF the. Johannesburg weekly newspaper
for Africans, Elethu, contained a straight report,
headed "MINISTER VORSTER SPEAKS AT A
PASSING-OUT PARADE". Prominently placed and
illustrated, it quoted Mr. B. J. Vorster: "More than
28 police stations are run by Africans in South Africa.
You can still be promoted to the top." (Mr. Vorster's
career has been largely spent in the unintellectual
atmosphere of Brakpan and Port Elizabeth's North
End.) Doubters may be reassured that this is not sellout stuff by an adjacent story, headed "POLICE
INTENSIFY RAIDS IN OUR TOWNSHIPS", which
goes as far as to say: "Some people even accused the
police of Chicago-like tactics". But five of its nine
paragraphs explain the raids ("An official told Elethu
that the raids were primarily caused by increasing
trends in sabotage".) Likewise, a strong leader, "OUR
DICTATORS", attacks the UN sanctions motion,
while a front page editorial statement claims that Elethu
is "in all respects an independent and non-political
newspaper", moreover, one whose object is "the promotion of the African people in all respects, in such a
way that all sections of the South African community
will benefit thereby". Elethu is published by Sabika, a
company controlled by Afrikaner Nationalists and
rents its offices from Saambou, another limb of the
Nat business proliferation.
The almost naIve juxtaposition of the Vorster item
with the police raids headline is paralleled by the
placing of Chief Kaizer Matanzima's controversial
"black monopoly" statement below the passage quoted
above and headed "OUR POLICY: PRO-AFRICAN;
NOT ANTI-WHITE". This statement of Matanzima's
in which he said that Africans "wanted to take control
of every department of the Transkei state" does, it
must be assumed, express Verwoerd's attitude to the
Bantustans or it would not have been placed as prominently as it was.
Care in presentation of the "line" is shown by
Elethu's omission of Matanzima's demand for a "black
monopoly of trade" in the Transkei Bantustan, which
must be thought unacceptable because of its potential
as D.P. propaganda.
But what a great deal of trouble is being undergone,
what pains taken to tell the Africans where their future
lies, and to make apartheid sound acceptable. Let us
not cavil, but rather wonder when Afrikaner nationalists talk about promoting African interests and show
it by broadcasting Matanzima's Bantustan demands in
their press. What a long way we have come since
Strijdom! However much one may detest the tone and
content of Nat political missionising towards Africans,
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however base one may believe the real reasons for it,
the wonder is that it is taking place at all. Is there no
hope that some of these neo..missionaries to the
Africans are themselves becoming converted or at least
neutralised?
'Perhaps it is a small gain; a potential fifth colulnn,
a possible counter..force to violence. What is more
important is that the blandishments of Elethu should
not be accepted by Africans; what is depressing is that
after 15 years of Nat power and eight years of Bantu
Education the lure of the Bantustan case may be irre..
sistible to the weary, the faint..hearted, the self..seeking.
In Elethu and in a number of Government..propaganda
organs (Bantu, Inkqubela, Bantu Education Journal,
Radio Bantu) a remarkably confident and consistent
appeal to African nationalism is being made on Afrikaner terms. A few readers may wince at the Pretoria
English, and may find the neurotic "sick"-Afrikaner
overtones only too apparent. But do the many find
it so?
Africa Trade and Developlnent,
edited by Mr. H. C. Taussig, has changed its name to
New Africa, and its January issue contains material as
far ranging as its advertisements. The latter cover
Canadian trade promotion, the Moskvich 407 ("Heavily
built~ the Moskvich..407 small car can virtually be
steered with a single finger"), Polish textiles, Japanese
motor-car tyres and metal windows from Birmingham.
There are articles by Eugene R. Black, President of the
World Bank, K~nneth Kaunda, V. Katin (on "Soviet
Trade with Africa"), Dr. Joseph S. Roucek, Professor
of Sociology at Bridgport, Conn. The address is 58
Paddington Street, London, W.l, and the subscription
£1 per year.
•

THE LONDON MONTHLY,

LATEST Journal of African History contains ~
further vindication of Dr. John Philip, in which Mr.
Harry A. Gailey Jr. of the North-West Missouri State
University, MaryviIle, shows that Philip had won the
Hottentots their freedom two days before the passing
of the Fiftieth Ordinance by the Cape government. He
brought about.. through Buxton, the passing of a
measure by the British parliament, on 15th July 1828,
which was designed to "secure to all the natives of
South Africa the same freedom and protection as are
enjoyed by other free people of (the Cape of Good
Hope) whether English or Dutch." Not only has that
protection gone forever, but the freedom disappeared,
temporarily, at the Act of Union in 1910. And Philip's
magnificent campaign that achieved it, though for so
short a time, has been constantly smeared and slandered by that most culpable of all South African
historiographers, Dr. George McCall Theal and his
successors. Mr. Gailey's essay will not vindicate Philip
as the villain of the school history books; only a full
expose of Theal's falsifications and prejudice will do
that. Perhaps more than a start has been made in an
M.A. thesis accepted by the University of Cape Town
in 1962. The work of Miss Merle Babrow, it seeks to
reveal Theal's twisted nlethods and the reasons why
he employed them. It must be published, and the deaf
must be made to hear.
•
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Mastery of Form
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The Noose-Knot Ballad by H. W. D. Manson (Balkema)
H. \'\T. D. MANSON'S latest play The Noose-Knot Ballad,
is a tragic ballad-dralna, its form based on the ballad
and its verse often echoing the insisted rhythln and
reflecting the stark colours of "Edward, Edward" and
"Lord Randall". The plot is a loose parallel to "The
Pardoner's Tale".

The play, set in Scotland in the 18th century, tells the
story of Roderick Anderson, a minister's son, Angus
Morrison, an eX-Iuercenary, and Peter McE\van, an exlawyer. Thrown together by circumstance, they are all
fleeing from their past. Roderick has recently killed his
harshly Calvinist father, and during the course of the
play it is revealed that both Angus and .Peter are wanted
murderers as \vell. Together the three fugitives have
killed and robbed an old man.
In the opening scene of the play the three are on the
run, hiding out on a mountain which overlooks a village.
Roderick leaves the other two to get wine and bread
from the village. Before his return Peter poisons Angus'
mind against Roderick and in a tense final scene, Angus
stabs the innocent (in this case) Roderick.
The irony of the final act is remarkable. Peter believes
that Roderick has poisoned the wine which Angus and
he had asked Roderick to bring thenl; so he drinks
Roderick's whisky only to find that Roderick intending
to make a sacrifice of himself, has poisoned his own
drink.
Thus the ilnlnediate burden of the tragedy passes frOln
Roderick in the opening scene:
"Why does your dirk so drip in blood
Roderick, Roderick?
Why does your dirk so drip in blood
And why so mad are you O?"

to Angus in the final scene:
"Fire burns and consumes the body
Angus ~1orrison,
Fire burns and consumes the body
But fire burns out sin 0."

But the theatrical tension of the final scene and the
impact of the plot (the eerie atmosphere is enhanced by
the presence throughout of Roderick's doppelganger)
are secondary to the real dramatic qualities.
The characterisation is finely achieved, and in the
characters of the three central figures and in their pasts
we see what the play is really about - love.
Roderick has revolted against the oppression of his
father:
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"For three years I've watched you lusting
Looking at the lass from the corner of your eye.
For three years I've watched it, trusting
"[he black urge in your blood would die.
But father I've done nothing.
Roderick now dinna y'be!
Father, I love her.
Ha!
I willna have you deceive yourself, Roderick, my son:'

The repression leads to violence and death but Roderick
has killed his father for love of Jeanie, the Inaid.
Similarly Angus had killed his wife because she had
been unfaithful to hilll ,vhile he \vas away at the wars.
He is whipped by remorse when he realises that she 111ay
have thought he was dead.
Peter McEwan the schclning ex-lawyer is the one
who cannot love (and he has killed a widow for her
Inoney) and he dies a victiln of his own lovelessness.
The clilnax COlTIeS in Act 11, when Roderick lneets his
doppelganger. Herc again the ballad exchange with its
insistent rhythlTI and stark ilnagery is extreInely Inoving.
Roderick makes his decision:
Go dread spirit! You are black despair;
Go, dread spirit, if my heart can care
Even we will find peace 0."

One does not have to look far to find, if one wants it,
a thenle of South African conlmitlnent in thc play, remote and fantastic as the setting Inay seeln. We find it
in Roderick's youth in his revolt against a harsh, repressive Calvinist doctrine, and in the violence and
death to which the revolt leads, wc find it too in the
three tornlcnted pasts which haunt the play.
The central COlTIlnitment, ho\vever. to the noble aspirations of the human soul, seems to Ine an extremely
compelling onc.
Although the vcr e often relies Inorc on narrative and
evocative qualities than thosc that are expre"sIy dratnatic, it remains "specifically dramatic in kind". The
achievement of the play lies to a great extent in Mr.
Manson's ability to use the forln, to 111aster it rathcr
than be mastered by it. l'he almost ritual inevitability
of the ballad seelns in no v.'ay to detract from the play's
pace and power.
Yeats once said that in tragedy "all is lyricisln, unlnixed passion". The N oose-K not Ballad seelns to bear
this out. A reading of the play leaves one with a feeling
of joy, and the poet's feeling for words and situation
seelll to bear out too that only in "cerclnony and ritual"

Roderick's sacrifice saves his own soul from torlnent and
ennobles the struggle of Angus, "the surviving Inan".

arc "innocence and beauty born."

Madagascar and
Malagasy Republic

Clutton-Brock's
St. Faith's

R.N.N.

CHARLES

Fronz Madagascar to the A1alagasy Republic by
Raymond H. Kent (Thames and Hudson)

Grass Roots, The Story of St. Faith's Farl11 by Patricia
Chater (Hodder and Stoughton)

will provide the reader with a useful,
if slight, knowledge of the history - especially the
colonial history - of Madagascar, and SOIne essential
lnaterial on the current political situation in Malagasy.

St. Faith's Farm came into the n~ws just as ten years
of hard work and patience was tumbling about the
ears of the pioneers, Africans and Europeans, who had
built it up. At the beginning of 1959 Mr. Guy CluttonBrock was arrested in Mr. Whitehead's Emergency. For
a brief moment-newspaper headlines, protest, letters
in the British and S. Rhodesia press, replies to letters,
mumbled allegations-one was aware of 51. Faith's
Rusape; but the lights flickered down again, leaving
one with unanswered questions, and with the uneasy
sense that something was wrong somewhere.
Miss Chater now gives us the full story. A number of
things were wrong, and what they were emerges clearly
enough; and dispassionately, despite the fact that, when
the experiment failed, she was on one side and a
number of the people she writes about were on the
other.
Her book is the story of an attempt at genuine partnership in the land of bogus partnership. St. Faith's
was an Anglican Mission set on some 10,000 acres of
land and embracing more than one African village.
Here, initially under the unobtrusive leadership of Mr.
Guy Clutton:Brock, co-operative farming was attemp-

THIS THIN VOLUME

In other words, it will be of
kno\v little about the country,
helpful for anyone looking for
treatment of the developlnent of
cance alnong the former Frcnch
under-rated.

interest to those who
but \vill not be very
a profound analytical
a nation whose significolonies has long been

I t skims over the controversy surrounding the origin
of the Malagasy peoples, provides a brief description of
the 1947 rebellion, though it describes in greater detail
the present party system and the recent elections.
Its most significant omission lies in its failure to deal
,.vith the foreign policy of Malagasy, a member of the
Union Africaine et Malgache, and host to its inaugural
conference, and in particular with its future in relation
to independent East African countries.
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ted. As a farnling venture it did not spectacularly
succeed--:-it may have done so in time- though ten
years· of painstaking labour clearly did much for the
villagers, , the soil, and animals. But that is' largely
beside the point. Essentially, St. Faith's became a place
where people met and discov~red one another, both
at v\70rk and at play-a normal human activity, one'
would think;: except that it happened in Southern
Africa, and the people were of d!fferent races. Africans
and Europeans worked side by side, met to discuss and
plan~ people spoke their minds, \vhites accepted something like "African" wages, and impiously ignored the
privilege bonus which Welensky-partnership confers on
a white skin.
The result was a little society which, only half wittingly, turns, into a judgment on society, secular and
ecclesiastic~l.

. You can see it all coming. The State, finds. evidence
of "subversion", some of the church authorities find
evidence of "secularisation"; the surrounding settler
society discerns a nameless, un nameable threat. Out ,of
their unco-ordinated manoeuvres, and, sometimes,
sincere rationalisations, comes the response to the St.
Faith's versicle: where there is not legislation to prevent
a co-operative taking shape, the state enacts it; while

To The Editors
Chisiza/Makata Memorial Trust
SIRS,-Within six months, Nyasaland and indeed Mrica as a whole has
lost two of her most devoted sons:
Dunduzu Chisiza and Lawrence Makata.
They worked together and each in his
own way identified himself \vith the
~ause of freedom and independence. The
practical man and the planner; the business man and the economist; the internaticnal traveller and the local patriot;
these two men set an example of service
which can be a powerful inspiration in
the coming years as Malawi is built on
the foundations they helped to lay.
For th is reason the Chisiza / Makata
Memorial Trust has been established
under the patronage of Dr. Banda. and
this appeal is directed t6 men and \vomen
all over the world. This is an opportunity to join in paying tribute to two men
who lived and died, tragically early, for
their country's future; it is an opportunity to make an immediate and effective
contribution to making that future a
reality for the rising generations of
Nyasaland.
The aims and objects of the trust are:
1. To provide financial assistance to the
widows and to secure a full education
for the children;
2. To set up a Scholarship Fund to
assist students in further study. particularly in the field of economics,
social and political science;
DEAR

the church reverts to something more anc:ently familiar,
more ,likely to produce good MiSSIon boys and girls
(theirs not to ·reason \vhy), and less likely to embarrass
the state and the senior partner.
Grass Roots is the story of a failure, just how painful and costly one cannot assess. Mediocrity, lack of
visbion, and cynicism about huolan relations in Africa
have had their· negatve way, at the price of far-reaching
discouragement. The little light in Whitehead's deep
south has been all but put out, and for a time the
darkness seems blacker than ever. Welensky-Whitehead
"partnership" exhibits its shanls; and the Church,
having walked straight into the ambush laid over a
century, must-one devoutly hopes it will-reassess.
But this book is far more than the story of a failure.
The small light \vas lit. What is lTIOre, it went on burning, it justified existence simply by being. It had to be
put out. Living together works; and St. Faith's is the
answer to the defeatism of Bantustan and "partnership"
arguments. These fires must be lighted, even if, in this
phase, somebody inevitably puts them out. "It is our
feeble attempt", wrote Mr. Clutton-Brock from gaol,
"to live the Sermon on the Mount that is at stake". If,
one day, there is more light, some of it will have come
•
from 81. Faith's.

3. To assist in the establishment of
community development projects.
Dunduzu K. Chisiza, Parlimentarv
Secretary to the Nyasaland Ministry o'f
Finance, and Secretary General of the
Malawi Congress Party, was killed in a
car accident on September 3rd. ] 962,
Although only 32 years old, he had
become internationally known as a fervent nationalist, an able economist and a
political leader of outstanding devotion
and integrity. The Economic Symposium
held in Blantyre in 1962 shortly before
his death, and attended by some 25 of
the world's leading economists, was a
brilliant example of his originality and
skill,
Lawrence S. Makata lost his life in a
car accident on April 18th, 1962. Ess·entially a practical man, he sacrified himself and his interests because of his
passionate belief in the cause of national
independence for Nyasaland.
Born in 1916 near Blantyre, he was an
outstanding example of a self-made business man. He spent his time and \\·:ea lth
in helping the political move forward but
at the same time he was deeply interested
in community development as a way to
build up the wealth of the country.
In 1959 Makata was detained and sent
to Khami Prison in Southern Rhodesia.
His business collapsed and his trust was
betrayed. He emerged a broken man
had lost everything~ including his health.
for the sake of his beliefs. He never
fully recovered, though he continued to
work with and for the Malawi Congress
Party.
The Patron of the fund is Dr. H. K.
Banda and Trustees are P. Howard

(Chairman), A. S. Sacranie (Barrister at
Law); Ven. Archdeacon Chipembere; M.
Q Y. Chibambo, M.L.C.; R. B. Chidzanja, M.L.C.; W.G. Kuntumanji, M.L.C.
Mr. Aleke Banda is secretary of the
Appeal Committee and Mr, ~1. Ruxton
the treasurer.
Oontributions should be sent to: The
Treasurer, Chisiza / Makata Appeal Committee. P.O. Box 699, Limbe.
CHISIZA/MAKATA APPEAL COMMITfEE

Limbe

•

'Playing' the Government
DEAR sIRs,-Mrs. Brusse's article on
"Afrikaners
and
Calvinism"
(12th
December 1962) was one of the most
illuminating I have read. But when she
writes "it is our duty to be the men
of the moment . . . to bring about an
extension of civil rights and economic
privileges" by learning to 'play' the Government in the same way it is playing
with the voters" I am baffled at her
meaning. It seems to me that extraparliamentary attempts to 'play' ~he Government lead to increased N at. majorities,
the decline of the UP, and to the deathbed of the Progressives. And all the time,
the whites crowd into the laager, as
witness the grim evidence of racism and
pro-Verwoerd feeling among Englishspeaking schoolboys in the Anglican
private schools. Don't the Government
need to be fought rather than played
with? Haven't the whites to be humbled
rather than soothed? What is the answer,
Mrs. Brusse?
EPICTETUS

Cape Town
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